Proof the Money Driven Corporate News Media Stops Truth and or Lies to put Profit over People -Read the Evidence-

The Media is Lying to You

Click on the pics to read or watch more evidence and data
News is a Business

As a Business the News often makes decisions made of Profit rather than a decision based on the needs of people and society. So what should be the truth is often distorted to sell papers and draw attention.

And Stories That Offend Profit of the Ultra-Rich advertisers are NOT Told
The Ultra-Rich own and control the news media. The news is a business that will distort stories to sell papers. The worst example is how the Japanese newspapers were all under extreme financial burden and about to go under. They fanned the fires of hate by exaggerating news of a small skirmish in China. This increased circulation and profit. They found the more they fanned the fires of xenophobia the more money they made. And the press drove Japan into a World War to make money. How did that work out for them in the long run??? Well not so good!!! A news media can spread hate, and anger and then amplify dissent till war results. The greedy Japanese newspaper owners completely destroyed Japan.

So stories can be fabricated to make profit. Stories can be exaggerated to make profit. Stories can be twisted to make profit. Stories can be overvalued to make profit. The news exists to make money and the press employees keep their jobs by making money not by reporting news. They need to look like they are caring compassionate companies, but in actuality they are profit driven psychopaths after the big bucks. To keep your press job, to get a promotion, to find security, fuck the better good, Make money. Profit drives all decisions from what to investigate and how to cast a light on it.

Twisting, distortion, falsification and especially misrepresentation are all more than possible. Ultimately today the news is still selling soap or some commodity behind sponsors or owners. Profit is the business.

Lofty goals of Truth, Justice, Honesty, Fair play all are lost if it threatens profit or if it threatens the owners or sponsors.
WE GOT TO HAVE SOMETHING TO SELL,
I MEAN REPORT ON OR IGNORE
These 6 companies are all slaves of the Ultra-Rich and they dare not tell stories that offend their masters. Profit of the news media is primary, Profit of the Ultra-Rich is number 2. Fair and balanced news is well down the priority list.
Injustice Facts
@InjusticeFacts

There are 1500 newspapers, 1100 magazines, 9000 radio stations, 1500 TV stations, 2400 publishers, owned by only 3 corporations.
But there are stories that need to be told, stories that involve mass killing of people, and stories that threaten the profit of evil companies. These stories can be hidden from all view and removed from public exposure because these stories might interfere with the flow of profit.

The Ultra-Rich Own and Control The News Media

You cannot Discuss:
- Equal Economic Education
- Letting the Big Head choose not the little head
- Synthetic Anything is an Insult to the Body
- Grow our Oil, Not Dig for it

You Will Be Silenced if you Threaten the Ultra-Rich
REAL NEWS
HEADLINES
16,000 Children die from Hunger each day

REAL NEWS
HEADLINES
1,500 People die from Cancer each Day

REAL NEWS
HEADLINES
20,000 people die each day from Drugs

REAL NEWS
HEADLINES
A Thousand People a day die from Wars

REAL NEWS
HEADLINES
Over 12,000 people a day die from the effects of smoking

REAL NEWS
HEADLINES
Over 12,000 Children/da illegally become addicted to Smoke Tobacco

REAL NEWS
HEADLINES
Over 20 Children a week Die from Guns in the USA

REAL NEWS
HEADLINES
SINthetic Drugs Kill More than AutoAccidents

REAL NEWS
HEADLINES
100,000 deaths per day involve Bad Nutrition + Lifestyle

REAL NEWS
HEADLINES
Over 2,100 children are reported missing each day

REAL NEWS
HEADLINES
The News never allows a message like 'a SINthetic any thing is an insult to the Body'

REAL NEWS
HEADLINES
The World News Thinks with the Little Head not the BIG Head
The Ultra-Rich control the Media and they prevent stories that interfere with their profits. If any of you watch TV in America you will quickly see just how much the SINthetic drugs dominate the advertising scene. If someone threatens the SINthetic Drug cartel it would threaten profit dramatically. Well what if the whole idea behind SINthetic Drugs is wrong. No one would order SINthetic foods. Everyone knows not to trust the SINthetic chemical companies. People want natural foods not chemicals. What if people had a choice between natural vs SINthetic medicines? What if the simple factual message ‘A SINthetic anything is an Insult to the Body’, was allowed to be told to the people?? This would interfere with profit.

When Desire’ wrote the scientific book proving SINthetic insult, she became silenced.
SYNTHETIC IS SYNTHETIC

Pharmacology Fact: To Use a SYNTHETIC anything is an Insult to the Body

http://syntheticissynthetic4u.com/

Every drug that has been recalled by the FDA...

was first proven to be “safe and effective” by the FDA

Thousands of Drugs recalled for hurting people is proof that the Current system of the Statistical Science, Synthetic Chemical Processing is severely flawed and needs to be changed or just dropped completely
Anything SINthetic is an INSULT to our Bodies

Here is the simple condensed, essence of what we need to know, we need to stop insulting our bodies on every visit to the doctor just to make profits from their patents, doctors need to be taught reverence for nature, and the first and second interventions should be life style and natural as possible, then if these fail the third line of intervention should be SINthetic, because there is a time for all things under heaven, even for SINthetics, but they should not be our first line of defense

- Desire Dubounet - Scientist, Lawyer, Doctor, Professor

The trillion dollar industry of SINthetic drugs would colaspe if this simple idea was expressed “A SINthetic Anything is an Insult to your body, you won’t order SINthetic foods, You are afraid of SINthetic Chemicals, Why put SINthetic Drugs into your Body if you do not have to”
Big Tobacco - Evil that does not die

"The Tobacco Companies sell addiction. They Do all they can to enhance the addictive effects of Nicotine to enslave the child and then make money from them for the rest of their lives. They Lie, slander, cheat, threaten and kill for profit."

THE INSIDER

There is no greater proof of an Evil Killing set of Corporations armed with Evil Lawyers that Stifle ++control the Media than Big Tobacco

Yeah, at times I wish I hadn't done it. There were times I felt compelled to do it. If you ask me would I do it again, do I think it's worth it? Yeah, I think it's worth it.

Here is a shorter version of the movie (1 hr 10 min v 2hr 40 min) for you to see the true story.
http://indavideo.hvu/video/The_Insider_truth_about_the_power_of_Big_Tobacco_short_version
These Evil Ultra-Rich Cartels all make profit from killing people. All have manipulated the media to slant or even ignore stories that interfere with their profit. No one should believe the corporate media.
Problem

The World’s Problem is too much Carbon Dioxide + too little Oxygen.

Solution

The Solution is Plants

According to Quantum Electro-Dynamics, plants take CO₂ and convert it to O₂. We must encourage all land and plants, stop wasting good farm land on synthetics, use our deserts to develop large desalination sites that use the sun to desalinate sea water and use the water to grow plants HYDROPONICALLY.

In the Garden of Eden the Serpent tempted the woman and the man. They gained knowledge, but lost innocence.

Mankind has developed many false beliefs based on the premise of this knowledge. These false beliefs have jeopardized the planet. False beliefs such as synthetic drugs and foods, that petroleum should be our fuel, allopathic medicine, tobacco, dextrose sugar, meat as a staple food, unequal education to keep minorities down, the survival of the fittest, and that the media is real and unbiased. In fact these false beliefs make money and greed become uncontrollable. Money is a drug.

Now at the time of change, an Angel of both sexes will tempt the serpent. The serpent is the base lizard brain in all humans. This lizard brain is the source of anger, hate, aggression, greed, and the egocentric clinging to false beliefs that make money but threaten the very existence of human life on this planet. The Angel will defeat the greed and illusion of the lizard brain and lead humanity to a thousand years of peace harmony, freedom from excess degenerative diseases, excess greed, discrimination, and inequality.

The Angel will return us to the Garden of Eden.

1. We must stop the over consumption of meat and switch to the more healthy fruits and vegetables. Wake up people’s minds.
2. Switch from fossil fuel to Bio-fuels and Bio-mass fuels.
3. Limit petro-synthetic chemical production and use organic chemicals from plants such as sugar or herbs.
4. Use dextrose sugar for Batteries, and fructose sugar for foods.
5. Use more Natural Medicine by changing the law to not just protect Patents but to protect Natural Recipes and Natural Made Medicines.
6. Stop the Danger of GMOs to destroy the balance

Click to see what the press won’t show You
There's only one thing stronger than all the armies of the world—and that is an idea whose time has come.

—Victor Hugo

What if this simple idea was expressed

“A SINthetic Anything is an Insult to your body,
you won’t order SINthetic foods,
You are afraid of SINthetic Chemicals,
Why put SINthetic Drugs into your Body if you do not have to”

A Trillion Dollar Industry Might Fall

How the Media can manipulate our viewpoint

“By the skillful and sustained use of propaganda, one can make a people see even heaven as hell or an extremely wretched life as paradise.”

~ Adolf Hitler
"If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeating it, people will eventually come to believe it."
- Joseph Goebbels, Nazi Propaganda Minister

"The media’s the most powerful entity on Earth. They have the power to make the innocent guilty and to make the guilty innocent, and that’s power. Because they control the minds of the masses."
- Malcolm X

The Media caters to the Rich + Can NOT be Trusted

the mass media is owned by the Ultra-Rich
They Lie, Twist, Distort to Protect Profit
MAINSTREAM NEWS
keeping you in the dark
for over 50 years!

FOX abc CNN NBC CBS

"HELLO TV REPAIR,
MY SET WON'T STOP LYING."

ATTENTION!
the corporate media lies to you
The World News Media Had to pick a Name for the Idiots who were Killing Innocent People in the name of a Cause

People who Shared their Cause called them *Heros*, but that was not True or Valid

Actually these Dim-Wits Hide their faces in Cowardice and they Disgrace everything they believe in. They Disgrace their Families, their Country, They Disgrace their Religion.

To Sell Papers, To Make Profit, the Media Stupidly Decided to call them 'Terrorists'

If the Media Press would have Called them 'Disgraceful Cowards' it would have ended the killing. Who would want to be called a 'Disgaceful Coward'??

The Greed of the Press has killed People
Proof that The Media Covers-up Stories That expose Ultra-Rich Deciet + Corruption

In 1996 Desire' (then Bill) was beaten and Captive by a pedophile gang in Romania. Bill was to die on that table, while Desire’ found the strength and force of will to Fight on. Desire' escaped naked into the night.

French Inspector Jambier interviews Desire'. The Romanian pedophile site is raided. Because of this Raid, a computer is found with Data that leads to Marc Dutroux, the so-called Monster of Belgium. Inspector Jambier will be found dead of a gunshot 1996, and it will be called suicide. Later after extracting the body in 2004 there are 2 bullets in the brain. It was murder.

When first arrested Marc Dutroux is let free, even though there are 4 dead bodies in his house. The people of Belgium go mad and in the "White Parade" they shout "No More". Dutroux is rearrested, but no judge wants to try him for his connections to the Ultra-Rich Pedophile Gang might expose the URPG.

White Parade to Stop the Crimes

From 1996 till 2004 I shot the movie to tell my part of the story and get out truth

None Will Come, Not One of the Press would watch our Movie. One man from RTL said we know it is true but we will lose our jobs to watch it.
Every Story you get from the Main News Media is twisted to defend the Ultra-Rich. There are Hundreds of Major News Stories you will NOT hear that threatens the Ultra-Rich. The Main Breaking news is that the news is made to get you to live in fear and want to Buy something or Hate Somebody.
We Only Keep Our Jobs if We Do as We're Told and do not threaten or expose the Ultra-Rich Truth or News has no real value

Can real news be told if it offends the Ultra_Rich?

Maybe Not. Maybe Yes.
The Ultra-Rich Lobbyists buy and thus own the Law Makers, Judges, Media and Agencies

What Ultra-Rich Money Buys You...

He won't see
He won't hear
Silence

Investigators Police Media

No One can Resist BIG MONEY
There are several points in this trial that are confusing to the public.

Let me make these clear.

1. There is discussion on the net that Truman gave a warning before dropping the bomb. **HE DID NOT GIVE ANY WARNING WHATSOEVER.** It took the Japanese days to just confirm what happened. This violates several international treaties and law the US has signed,

   Making this a War Crime Indeed.

2. After the Japanese got confirmation Truman waited less than 12 hours before ordering the next bomb. This is a mark of a twisted confused brutal mind.

   Yes this is right, and this alone is confirmation of a War Crime.

3. Truman makes no attempt to call the Japanese to discuss surrender or to give an ultimatum. His arrogant condescending attitude borders on mental defect.

4. Japan is a defenseless country with no navy, no air force and no continental army. The napalm fire bombing of Tokyo truly ended the war.

   To Not negotiate but drop a Weapon of unthinkable Destruction is a War Crime

5. Hiroshima was not on the military target list, making this a War Crime

6. In law if your neighbor kills your wife, it is still illegal to kill his wife. In law revenge is never allowed as a defense.
Denver-area students accuse school board of censoring U.S. history

By Lisa Velásquez, CNN
September 20, 2014 — Updated 11:30 GMT (2009 HKT)

[CNN] —

One poster said “Censoring history = No Education.”

Another read “We deserve to know the truth.”

The signs were just a few lining the streets as hundreds of students from at least seven Denver-area schools walked out of their classrooms Tuesday and Wednesday to protest a proposal by a member of the Jefferson County School Board, according to CNN affiliate KDVR and KNXV.

The proposal calls for a new panel to review the schools’ curricula, but that’s not the part that has students and parents outraged.

“I understand that they want to take out our very important history of slavery and dropping the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki because it portrays the U.S. in a negative light, but truth is truth,” said Casey McKendree, a high school senior.

Only one person in history has ever dropped the most devastating weapon of mass destruction, the Atomic Bomb on people. Truman dropped an atomic bomb on a non-military target without any warning or alternation. This was in complete violation of the war treaties that prohibit such acts. And without giving the Japanese a proper chance to surrender, he dropped a second ATOMIC BOMB onto another city populated mostly by innocent women and children. By far the most horrendous war crime of all time was unpunished, unchallenged, and even enshrined to most of the world. Truman (a suspected Homosexual) was an ex Hat maker who used mercury to make hats. We say “Mad as a Hatter” because mercury toxicity in haters enters the brain and makes people MAD (MANIC) as a Hatter. This is obviously the worst war crime of all time and it is an embarrassment to the US that many attempt to sweep under the rug. The lesson of these horrendous malicious crazy war crimes needs to be
‘FOXNEWS is a media colostomy bag that has begun to burst at the seams and should be emptied before it becomes a public health issue.’

Jim Carrey

FB: Quotable Liberals
PERSECUTION

As prophesied the Angel will be aggrieved and persecuted before reaching the people. The Seattle Times, CBS, NBC and many others attacked the angel with lies, rumors innuendos, and just poor journalism. The article goes on to say that my high heels are too high. And some of the mindless public believe anything. Two people with advanced cancer bought the device to help cure them. They did not have the device long enough to counter the effects of their chemo- and radio therapy. The media twisted these two cases. All attempts to offer an honest retort were not allowed. Any kind of truth is prohibited by today's media.

After twenty years of selling over 27,000 medical devices, legally registered in over 13 countries, over two hundred published peer reviewed medical double blind studies, over 60 books, 50 movies, there is not one recorded case of anyone being significantly hurt. And yet FDA protected SINthetic drugs are killing millions every year, FDA protected cigarettes are killing multi-millions, and FDA encouraged Big Sugar is killing maybe more. There are now over 500 articles of the failure of the FDA on the internet and around the world today.

Why? They protect Big Money in America, Not people.

A legal, safe, effective non-drug therapy of a modern concept of science and medicine the body electric might interfere with drug companies' profits. The muck raking media and the drug companies brought in their junk yard dog, the FDA. My American passport has been revoked. The powers of Big money have pressured everyone they can to attack me. But my legal rights to a hearing might save the planet. This book might wake you the reader up to read the retorts, look at the truth, and judge for yourself. Angel or Devil?? You can only decide by hearing the message.
We will be right back after we distort and make up some more news that make our drug company sponsors happy.

CBC LIES

Lunatic Monkee Bitch saw the studies, saw the facts and ignored them.

We Did not Dare tell Nelson’s Story about his Proof that Synthetic Drugs are incompatible with the body. This would not be good for our drug company sponsors.

We lied by omission about the studies, and we hired a known Drug company medical hack to twist the story more. We attack all Drugless Therapies just like our sponsors say we should.
**Battle of the Milennia: David Desi vs. Goliaths**

By Matthew Demon

There’s a battle raging. It is about your life, your personal freedom. The battle has many fronts. Some are more visible than others. But the battle against corporate and media tyranny is one of the most crucial. The fight against the so-called “big three” of the Goliaths is one such battle.

The media is the mouthpiece of the establishment. It is the tool used to control the narrative and shape public opinion. It is the weapon used to silence those who dare to speak out against the status quo. It is the filter through which information is presented to the public.

1. Big Tobacco
   - The tobacco industry is one of the biggest perpetrators of corporate tyranny. It uses its vast resources to influence legislation and limit public health initiatives.
   - The industry has been shown to manipulate research to hide the dangers of smoking.

2. Big Sugar
   - The sugar industry is another example of corporate tyranny. It has been shown to influence research and public policy to downplay the health risks of sugar.
   - The industry has been linked to the rise of obesity and type 2 diabetes.

3. Big Alcohol
   - The alcohol industry is yet another example of corporate tyranny. It uses its influence to shape laws and regulations that favor its products.
   - The industry has been shown to manipulate research to downplay the dangers of alcohol.

4. The Corporate Media
   - The corporate media is one of the most powerful weapons of corporate tyranny.
   - The media is owned by a small number of corporations that have a vested interest in preserving the status quo.

5. The Hollywood Media
   - The Hollywood media is another powerful weapon of corporate tyranny.
   - The media is used to shape public opinion and influence political decisions.

6. The Pharmaceutical Industry
   - The pharmaceutical industry is another example of corporate tyranny. It has been shown to influence research and regulatory decisions to promote its products.
   - The industry has been linked to the rise of drug-resistant bacteria.

**THE MAN WHO LEFT AMERICA TO FIND FREEDOM... WHO IS NO LONGER A MAN**

AN ANGEL IS OFTEN JUST A MESSENGER. This Angel is a Messenger of personal and mental freedom. But there are those that are afraid of freedom, especially mental freedom. The Ultra Rich retained their small minded army to stop the message by stopping the messenger.
The Story of the Slur against Desire

WARNING!
This book contains provocative material not for children or the sexually immature.

ISBN 978-615-5169-44-1 The Slur of Desire
So is it possible that a person might be maliciously attacked by the media to stop an idea from being expressed, well it is not just possible it happens every day.

http://indavideo.hu/video/The_Press_Twists_Slanders_and_Lies_to_Sell_News
Over the years, income inequality continued to rise...until finally, one rich guy owned as much as the rest of the planet combined.

With so much wealth in one guy’s hands, everyone else had to tighten their belts and make do with a little less. I remember when we had schools and police and fire departments! Why were street lights out in front of your house at night?

“What’s a ‘house’?”

Eventually, Americans grew angry at the sheer injustice of it all and rose up in revolution—nah, just kidding. I’m not the one rich guy now—but maybe someday I will be! And I sure don’t want to have to pay high taxes then!

Besides, capitalism always have winners and losers. Well, a winner.

...and the one rich guy lived happily ever after!

Occasionally someone made a mildly critical remark about the one rich guy—

Craig Grobler: He sure owns a lot of the planet’s resources!

How dare they! This is worse than Hitler, Stalin and Vlad the Impaler combined!

Track this person down and have them killed.

Yes, sir.

---

But the purveyors of conventional wisdom were always quick to defend him as a job creator.

If you can’t get a job building his giant hover-yachts or scrubbing his solid gold toilets—

--on his giant hover-yachts--you must not want to work!

Sunday Talking About Stuff Show

Why do you want to punish his success?

You big government spendocrats make me sick!

Just Recently: The top one % of one % = 0.01 % of the population own almost 45% of the world’s wealth, and they fully control of 60% of the wealth.

The rich are getting richer fast.

The 85 Richest People Own the Same Wealth As The 3.5 Billion Poorest People.
The courage...
   to be yourself

The courage...
   to fight convention

The courage...
   to fight against false beliefs

The Athenian Lawmaker Solon decreed that is should be a law against anyone shrinking from controversy.

In America most have shrunken away and are fearful of controversy. They fear the law, the rich, and humiliation. They are told lies by the government and the puppet media, misled by their educators, and manipulated by the Ultra Rich.

It takes massive courage to oppose and explore controversy and exercise freedom of thought and speech.

Solon would be saddened at today’s America. It is time for a change and time for COURAGE.